
 

Child safety app wins pitching den at Uber's Tech for
Safety Summit

Keletso Lekwakwe was named the winner of the innovative pitching den that was part of Uber's second annual Tech for
Safety Summit on 22 October. The pitching den was powered by Innovate Durban and was where local startups pitched
their ideas to a panel at the summit.

Source: Supplied

Lekwakwe won for his child safety app PasswordKid (PkidMyChild) - which he is co-founder of. He walked away with a 12-
month programme provided by the Innovate Durban Start-Up Support Programme, which will help further develop his
business case and prototype.

The winner developed the app with the aim to help early development centres and primary schools prevent unauthorised
people from picking up children. He and two other finalists at the pitching den delivered their pitches to a group of
experienced judges and potential investors.

The criteria set out for the startups was simple, they needed to effectively demonstrate how their app is innovative,
profitable, user friendly and above all highlight how their technology solution will benefit the user. Lekwakwe’s app managed
to highlight all of these, hence why he won.

How PasswordKid (PkidMyChild) works

1. Once parents arrive at a school they are required to login into the app and will need to scan a QR code displayed at
the school’s entrance. The app will note down the child’s attendance.

2. Should the parents decide to send an alternative person, they would need to follow the same steps, and after the
authorised trustee has scanned the barcode, the parent or guardian will receive an SMS alert with an on-time-pin.

3. Once the ID has been confirmed, the person will be required to provide the pin that has been generated to confirm
that they have been authorised to pick up the child. Authorisation happens each time the child needs to be picked up.

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


PasswordKid also works for transport operators, who in many cases are the ones who drop and collect kids from school.

Lekwakwe says: “Preparing for the pitch was never an easy journey and giving up was never an option. We are confident
that our win was not just a win but the start of child safety at people's fingerprints.”

Focused on startups

The first runner up was the Sarteco app, which provides early detection of irregular verbal cues and vehicle dynamics.
Using model technology, the app creates common patterns and deviations to identify any trip irregularities. Connecting you
to the necessary support.

Following closely behind was the Shesha app, which helps people receive emergency services anytime and anywhere and
provides exact details of their location. Both runner ups walked away with prizes to help grow their business.

This year's summit unpacked and discussed how technology may be leveraged to create innovative safety solutions.
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